
The Hunger Games: Super Plants 
May the odds be ever in your favor... 

For this project, you will be designing a super plant to compete in the Super Plants Hunger Games.  Your Super Plant must include 
7 characteristics we have studied in class, but it’s up to you to determine which combination of characteristics will create the most 

invincible Super Plant.  Below is a sample rubric, showing you what is required of you for this project. 

Points Project Requirement 

50 Written description of your Super Plant – at least one sentence to explain why you chose each trait for your 
Super Plant based on scientific facts learned in class.  Should be AT LEAST 7 sentences.   

30 Visual (picture or otherwise) of Super Plant is neat, colorful, and creative 
10 Includes 7 traits total, chosen from the table provided 
5 All 7 traits labeled on visual 
5 Post-game evaluation of how your Super Plant performed in the Hunger Games  

	

Step One: Pick your traits using the advantages/disadvantages chart on the back 
Step Two: Design your Super Plant 
Step Three: Write a description, explaining why you chose each trait 
Step Four: Create a visual, labeled with each trait included 
Step Five: Let the Games begin! (and then evaluate your performance) J 



	

Traits Advantage Disadvantage 

A) Height: Tall Closest to sunlight/energy source, outshades 
competitors, not easily eaten by most animals 

Slow growing and slow to rebuild if damaged, takes a lot of 
energy to grow, photosynthesize, etc.  

A) Height: Short Grows quickly and does not require large energy input, 
can be overlooked by larger animals 

Easily eaten by smaller animals, can be outshaded by taller 
plants, prone to damage by humans  

B) Round Leaves More abundant than larger leaves, take less energy to 
regrow 

Smallest – bad combination with short height.  

B) Needle leaves Can withstand extreme cold and snow.  Excellent at 
preserving water. 

Takes energy to maintain leaves during the winter, since they 
do not experience dormancy 

B) Teardrop leaves Largest – most surface area to absorb sunlight.  Best 
paired with short height 

Takes the most energy to regrow, fewer leaves 

C)  Spines Not always visible – camoflauged protection.  Inflicts 
injury on the predator or pest. 

Break off easily, not very sturdy 

C)  Thorns Very sturdy, may break off in the predator and cause 
infection.   

Visible – may ward off predators without causing any 
damage 

D) Color Can disguise itself as other objects or camoflauge with its 
surroundings.   

May not be helpful protection against predators with 
excellent vision.  Does not cause harm to predator/pest 

D) Smell May ward off predators and pests from a distance.  Can 
cause other negative effects, such as nausea 

Some animals may be attracted to the smell instead of 
repelled.   

E) Vomit-inducing 
poison 

Makes predators not want to eat the poison again.  Doesn’t affect predators who do not eat the plant.  Doesn’t 
affect the predator until after it has been destroyed 

E) Rash-inducing 
poison 

Causes a rash that lasts for a long time.  Plant does not 
need to be destroyed (eaten) for rash to occur. 

Some predators may not mind a rash.  Does not affect all 
pests (ex. Bugs) 

F) Insects as pollinators Insects are the most abundant of the pollinators.   Insects cannot transfer much pollen in a single trip.   
F) Birds as pollinators Can transfer more pollen in one trip than insects.   Not as abundant.  Can cause damage to more fragile plants.  
F) Wind as pollinators Can pollinate over long distances.   Very dependent on weather.  Any precipitation will stop the 

wind from pollinating 

G) Super positive 
phototropism 

Grows at rapid rates towards a source of light.  Very 
responsive to light energy (helps with photosynthesis) 

May become twisted if the light source changes too often, or 
may grow too high, making it weak.   

G) Super positive 
gravitropism 

Well-protected from predators underground, close to 
water source in the soil.   

Not able to receive much sunlight, making photosynthesis 
very difficult 

G) Super positive 
thigmotropism 

Very sturdy, as it grows around the closest touch 
stimulus. 

If the touch stimulus is moving, the plant may be uprooted.  
Sturdiness is dependent on touch stimulus. 

	


